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1

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Automatic Eject
Prohibited, revolver, 32 S&W, 102mm barrel, SN 240. Pearl grips excellent, nickel plating has
some light pit marks, bore excellent.

1

2

Mauser HSC Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 86mm barrel, SN 884410. Wood grips have some marks, bluing
good, bore excellent. No mag.

1

3

Simson and Company WTP M1927 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 6.35mm, 55mm barrel, SN 23577. Plastic grips very good, bluing has some
light handling marks, bore very good.

1

4

FN Browning 1922 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 114mm barrel, SN 173451. No grips, bluing is dull, worn at
muzzle, bore excellent. Nazi markings on slide and frame.

1

5

H&R Hammerless Auto Eject Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 32 S&W, 76mm barrel, SN 172864. Plastic grips very good, nickel plating has
a few pit marks, bore excellent.

1

6

Langenhan FL Selbstlader Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 108mm barrel, SN 67909. Wood grips have some marks, bluing is
grey with some pitting, bore lightly pitted.

1

7

Bernadelli Vest Pocket Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 6.35mm, 51mm barrel, SN 79153. Plastic grips very good, bluing good, bore
excellent.

1

8

Colt Junior Colt Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 25 auto, 56mm barrel, SN 3103CC. Plastic grips have some marks, bluing is
grey and worn, bore has a couple pit marks. Made in Spain fro Colts.

1

9

Savage 1917 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 32 auto, 97mm barrel, SN 247133. Plastic grips have some scratches, bluing
is grey and worn, bore has some stain.

1

10

Rhoner 115 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 6.35mm, 54mm barrel, SN 30864. Plastic grips very good, nickel plating has
some handling marks, bore excellent.

1

11

Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 32 ACP, 95mm barrel, SN 491937. Plastic grips have a chip, bluing is grey
with some pitting on slide, bore very good.

1
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12

Glisenti 1910 Italian Service Model Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 9mm Glisenti, 95mm barrel, SN A571. Plastic grips have scratches and
marks, bluing is grey with light and moderate pitting, bore pitted. Comes with leather holster.

1

13

Smith & Wesson 63 Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 22LR, 102mm barrel, SN M107363. Wood grips have some marks in the
finish, stainless frame very good, bore excellent. Original box.

1

14

Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 32 Auto, 102mm barrel, SN 445789. Plastic grips good, bluing has wear and
some pitting, bore has pitting. Comes with leather holster.

1

15

Erma - Werke KPG68A Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 380 Auto, 89mm barrel, SN 122373. Wood grips good, bluing very good,
bore excellent. Comes with brown leather holster.

1

16

H&R Self Loading Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 25 auto, 54mm barrel, SN 12889. Plastic grips good, bluing has pitting, bore
very good. Comes with holster.

1

17

Webley & Scott 1908 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 90mm barrel, SN 119752. Plastic grips have some cracking, bluing
is grey with light pitting, bore very good. Comes with holster.

1

18

Astra Constable Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 380 auto, 89mm barrel, SN 1107592. Very good overall condition. Two mags
and original box.

1

19

Ruger Bearcat Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 22LR, 102mm barrel, SN 91594. Wood grips have a couple marks, bluing
worn, bore excellent.

1

20

Llama XV Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 22LR, 92mm barrel, SN 340445. Wood grips very good, bluing has some
marks and scratches, bore excellent.

1

21

Colt Police Positive 32 Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 32 S&W Long, 102mm barrel, SN 175316. Wood grips worn, bluing turning
brown, bore has a ring mark 1/2" from muzzle. Marked TPF No 250 on bottom of grip strap.

1

22

Smith & Wesson 15-3 Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 38 Spl, 102mm barrel, SN 1K18414. Hogue rubber grips very good, bluing and
bore excellent.

1

23

Smith & Wesson 19-3 Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 357 Magnum, 64mm barrel, SN K823532. Wood grips excellent, frame and
bore very good.

1

24

Walther PPK Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 85mm barrel, SN 117791. Plastic grips very good, bluing has a
mark, bore excellent. Two mags and original box.

1
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25

FN Browning Baby Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 6.35mm, 51mm barrel, SN 194214. Very good overall condition. Comes with
aluminum and soft cases.

1

26

Sauer 1913 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 78mm barrel, SN 168569. Plastic grips very good, bluing is fading,
bore stained.

1

27

Llama XV Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 22LR, 95mm barrel, SN 549655. Left grip has a crack, metal finish very
good, bore good. Two mags and original box.

1

28

Colt Cobra Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 38Spl, 51mm barrel, SN H69674. Wood grips have some small marks, bluing
is dull, bore excellent. Comes with leather holster.

1

29

Taurus 94 Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 22LR, 102mm barrel, SN LF74533. Wood grips have a couple marks, bluing
and bore excellent.

1

30

Star BM Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 99mm barrel, SN 326789. Grips and bluing very good, bore
excellent. Extra mag.

1

31

Colt Open Top Frame Pocket Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 22RF, 60mm barrel, SN 15681. Wood grips have some marks and a chip,
bluing is brown, brass has some marks, bore pitted.

1

32

Colt 1877 DA Lightning Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 38 Long Colt, 89mm barrel, SN 12928. Plastic grips has worn checkering,
nickel plating worn and pitted, bore pitted, rifling prominent.

1

33

Colt 1894 Bisley SAA Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 32-20 Win, 191mm barrel, SN 295111. Plastic grips have some marks, bluing
very good, nice case hardening on frame, bore has pitting.

1

34

Jennings J22 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 22LR, 64mm barrel, SN 355982. Grips excellent, bluing has a mark, bore
good.

1

35

Targa GT27 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 25 auto, 64mm barrel, SN M103762. Grips have a couple marks, bluing
faded, bore has light pitting.

1

36

JP Sauer & Sons 1913 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm 83mm barrel, SN 112019. Grips worn, bluing has light pitting all
over, bore pitted.

1

37

MAB D Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 102mm barrel, SN 336888. Plastic grips have some cracks, bluing
turning grey with some scratches, bore excellent.

1
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38

Bohmische Waffenfabrik 27 Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 7.65mm, 98mm barrel, SN 180406. Plastic grips has some handling marks,
bluing faded, bore very good.

1

39

AMT Back Up Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 380 auto, 64mm barrel, SN B16373. Grips excellent, stainless matte finish is
stained, bore excellent.

1

40

Norinco 84S-2 Rifle
Prohibited (class 12(5) required), semi auto, 5.56 x 45mm, 483mm barrel, SN 600679. Folding
plastic butt stock very good, wood has a few marks and bluing has handling marks, bore very good.
Not admissible to the USA, must have 12(5) prohibited status in Canada or be willing pay for
decommissioning.

1

41

Norinco 56S Rifle
Prohibited (class 12(5) required), semi auto, 7.62 x 39mm, 483mm barrel, SN 702899. Wood has a
few marks and bluing has scratches, bore excellent. No magazine. Not admissible to the USA, must
have 12(5) prohibited status in Canada or be willing pay for decommissioning.

1

42

Norinco 87S AK47S Rifle
Prohibited (class 12(5) required), semi auto, 7.62 x 39mm, 535mm barrel, SN 870205. Wood and
bluing have handling marks, bore excellent. Comes with folding bipod. No magazine. Not
admissible to the USA, must have 12(5) prohibited status in Canada or be willing pay for
decommissioning.

1

43

Smith & Wesson 66-2 Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 357 Magnum, 64mm barrel, SN ALU2857. Hogue rubber grips has a hole,
frame has some light scratches, bore has a couple mark.

1

44

Smith & Wesson 64-3 Handgun
Prohibited, revolver, 38 Spl, 102mm barrel, SN AFD9758. Pachmayr rubber grips good, frame very
good, bore excellent.

1

45

Walther PPK Handgun
Prohibited, semi auto, 22LR, 83mm barrel, SN 500344. Plastic grips very good, bluing has a couple
marks, bore excellent. Original box.

1

68

Ruger Standard Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 120mm barrel, SN 166983. Grips very good, bluing has wear, bore
very good. Extra mag and original box.

1

75

Uberti Colt 1851 Navy Reproduction Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 36 percussion, 190mm barrel, SN 68828. Very good overall condition. Comes
with display box, powder flask, bullet mould and round ball.

1

76

Vostok Margolin MC-1 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 152mm barrel, SN B1862. Very good overall condition. Comes with
display case and tools.

1

77

RAG Remington New Model Army Reproduction
Restricted, revolver, 44 percussion, 203mm barrel, SN 30705. Other than some tarnish on the brass
firearm in excellent condition. Comes with holster.

1
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78

Colt 1903 Pocket Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 38 Auto/38 Rimless, 114mm barrel, SN 28523. Left grip is a Colt, right grip
FN both worn, bluing completely gone turning brown, bore very good.

1

79

Universal M1 Carbine
Restricted, semi auto, 30 Carbine, 457mm barrel, SN 331684. Home made stock, bluing is dull with
some wear, bore very good. No mag.

1

80

Webley Mark VI Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 455 Rev, 191mm barrel, SN 222409. Plastic grips have some light marks,
bluing turning brown, bore has light pitting.

1

81

Ruger Mark II Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 140mm barrel, SN 21259734. Excellent condition.

1

82

Browning Hi Power Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 118mm barrel, SN 511MY53713. Like new. Comes with
original wood grips, two extra mags and leather holster.

1

83

S&W Hand Ejector 38/200 British Service
Restricted, revolver, 38 S&W, 152mm barrel, SN 730381. Rubber grips very good, bluing worn,
bore very good.

1

84

Steyer M40A1 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 40 S&W, 106mm barrel, SN 066766. Very good condition. Comes with carry
case, extra mag and tool.

1

85

French Service 1892 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 8mm Lebel, 117mm barrel, SN H48158. Wood grips have a couple marks,
bluing is grey with light pit marks all over, bore very good. Comes with holster.

1

86

Ruger P85 MKII Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 114mm barrel, SN 30326770. Other than some handling marks,
very good condition. Extra mag.

1

87

Smith & Wesson 41 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 140mm barrel, SN A645502. Very good overall condition.

1

88

Star Model B Super Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 127mm barrel, SN 56918. Wood grips excellent, bluing has a
couple marks, bore excellent. Has Robertson 4140 steel firing pin, original finish.

1

89

Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector 455 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45 Colt, 165mm barrel, SN 20563. Wood grips have some marks, bluing is
worn with bare patches, name and SIN are scribed in the metal, bore very good.

1

90

Mauser C96 Broomhandle Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 190mm barrel, SN 43919. Wood grips have some scratches,
letters HWD scribed in right grip, bluing has some bare patches, bore stained. Comes with wood
stock, leather stock holster and cleaning rod.

1
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91

Smith & Wesson M&P 40 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 40 S&W, 106mm barrel, SN HMY1989. Firearm has a few handling marks
otherwise very good condition. Comes with three mags and range kit.

1

92

Thompson Center Contender Handgun
Restricted, single shot, 44 Magnum, 254mm barrel, SN 17288. Wood has scratches and marks,
bluing has one pit mark and some scratches, bore very good.

1

93

Smith & Wesson 52-2 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 38 Spl Wad Cutter, 127mm barrel, SN A429414. Pachmayr grips good,
bluing has some handling marks, bore excellent. Comes with extra mag and bushing wrench.

1

94

Thompson Center Contender Handgun
Restricted, single shot, 357 Magnum, 254mm barrel, SN 277881. Wood and bluing have a couple
marks, bore excellent. Comes with takedown tool.

1

95

Colt King Cobra Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 357 Magnum, 152mm barrel, SN VK9717. Rubber grips have some marks,
bluing has some pit marks, bore excellent. Comes with browning soft case.

1

96

Tokarev Sportowy Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 116mm barrel, SN S6835. Plastic grips very good, bluing has some
handling marks, bore excellent. Comes with 6 aluminum inserts.

1

97

Thompson Center Contender Handgun
Restricted, single shot, 22LR, 356mm barrel, SN 417987. Excellent overall condition.

1

98

Smith & Wesson 19-5 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 357 Magnum, 127mm barrel, SN ACD4705. Pachmayr presntation grips very
good, bluing has some marks and a bare patch at muzzle, bore excellent.

1

99

Colt Targetsman Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 152mm barrel, SN 049236S. Excellent overall condition.

1

100

Smith & Wesson 14 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 38 Spl, 152mm barrel, SN K394850. Wood grips have some marks, bluing has
bare patch at muzzle, bore excellent.

1

101

Smith & Wesson 17 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 22LR, 152mm barrel, SN K415685. Wood grips excellent, bluing has some
scratches and bare patch at muzzle, bore excellent.

1

102

Ruger New Model Blackhawk Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 30 Carbine, 191mm barrel, SN 5110437. Wood grips and bluing have some
handling marks, bore excellent. Rare caliber for this handgun.

1

103

Glock 19X Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 106mm barrel, SN ADLD770. Excellent overall condition.
Comes with two extra mags, lock, loader, grip spacers, carry case.

1
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104

Auto Ordnance 1911 A1 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 45 auto, 127mm barrel, SN AOC32317. Hogue rubber grips very good, matte
metal finish has marks and scratches, bore good.

1

105

Colt MK IV Series 70 National Match Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 45 Auto, 127mm barrel, SN 70N43553. Wood grips very good, bluing is
fading with some light pitting, bore good.

1

106

Colt 1878 DA Frontier Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45 Colt, 121mm barrel, SN 14113. Plastic grips have a couple scratches, nickel
plating pitted and worn, bore pitted, rifling prominent.

1

107

Tisas ZIG PC9 1911 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 123mm barrel, SN T0617B00010. New in box. Extra mag, lock,
carry case.

1

108

Tisas ZIG 14 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 120mm barrel, SN T062016BL00698. New in box. Extra mag,
lock, carry case.

1

109

Browning 1935 High Power No 2 MK1* Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 118mm barrel, SN 5T2503. Plastic grips very good, matte metal
finish has some scratches and marks, bore very good. Made by Inglis Canada

1

110

Colt Police Positive Target Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 22LR, 152mm barrel, SN 42414. Wood grips have a dent, bluing has wear on
cylinder, bore excellent.

1

111

Sig Sauer P320 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 119mm barrel, SN 58B043127. Other than some handling marks
very good overall condition. Extra mag and carry case.

1

112

Heckler & Koch 45C Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 45 auto, 116mm barrel, SN 128040465. Excellent overall condition. Extra
mag and carry case.

1

113

Sig Sauer 1911 Tactical Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 45 ACP, 127mm barrel, SN 54B107255. Grips excellent, matte metal finish
has a couple marks, bore excellent. Two extra mags.

1

114

Smith & Wesson 686-6 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 357 Magnum, 152mm barrel, SN CXE3526. Rubber grips very good, stainless
frame has numerous scratches, bore excellent.

1

115

Sig Sauer M400 Rifle
Restricted, semi auto, 5.56 Nato, 406mm, SN 20J000770. Synthetic stock good, bluing has some
marks, bore excellent. No Mag.

1

116

Colt Officers Model Target 22 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 22LR, 152mm barrel, SN 52063. Right handed target grips has some scratches,
bluing is grey, wear on cylinder and muzzle, bore excellent.

1
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117

Colt 1873 Single Action Army Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45 Long Colt, 140mm barrel, SN 17153. Wood grips have a chip appears over
sanded, bluing is grey, bore has light pitting, rifling prominent. Stamped US right of patent dates.

1

118

Walther P38 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 9mm Luger, 125mm barrel, SN 6984. Grips have some scratches and dents,
bluing is grey and has marks, bore dark with pitting.

1

119

Colt New Frontier Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 22LR, 120mm barrel, SN 14147Q. Grips have a couple small marks, bluing
has a bare patch, aluminum frame has some handling marks, bore excellent.

1

120

Navy Arms Remington Army Reproduction
Restricted, revolver, 44 percussion, 200mm barrel, SN 37888. Wood grips have a couple marks,
bluing, nickel plating and brass very good, bore excellent.

1

121

Smith & Wesson 627-5 Performance Center
Restricted, revolver, 357 magnum x 8, 127mm barrel, SN BCF0257. Chrimsom laser trace grips
excellent, stainless frame has some handling marks and powder burns, bore excellent.

1

122

Colt New Frontier Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45 LC, 120mm barrel, SN 13319NF. Wood and blue have some handling
marks, bore very good.

1

123

Uberti 1873 Cattleman Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45 Colt, 190mm barrel, SN 13905. Each wood grip has a scratch, bluing and
nickel plating very goo, bore excellent.

1

124

Colt 1911-A1 US Army Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 45 auto, 127mm barrel, SN 1406807. Plastic grips have some small marks,
bluing has light pitting all over, bore very good.

1

125

Ruger Vaquero Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45 Colt, 140mm barrel, SN 5836222. White plastic grips have a small mark,
stainless frame has a couple small scratches, bore excellent.

1

126

Ruger Vaquero Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45LC, 140mm barrel, SN 5846804. White plastic grips have a couple
scratches, stainless frame has a couple handling marks, bore excellent.

1

127

Colt New Service Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 455 Rev, 140mm barrel, SN 82547. Plastic grips very good, bluing turning
brown, bore has pitting.

1

128

Beretta Stampede Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 45LC, 190mm barrel, SN B07185. Wood grips have some marks, bluing has a
bare patch at muzzle and some scratches, nice case hardening on receiver, bore excellent.

1

129

Smith & Wesson 586-3 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 357 Magnum, 150mm barrel, SN BHC6366. Wood grips have a couple small
marks, bluing very good, bore excellent.

1
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130

Smith & Wesson 14 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 38 Spl, 150mm barrel, SN K375943. Wood grips has a couple marks, bluing
has a bare patch at muzzle, bore vey good.

1

131

Smith & Wesson 17-3 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 22LR, 150mm barrel, SN K973547. Wood grips very good, bluing has a bare
patch at muzzle, bore excellent.

1

132

Smith & Wesson 29-2 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 44 Magnum, 165mm barrel, SN N398859. Pachmayr grips very good, nickel
plating has some powder marks, bore very good.

1

133

Ruger Mark 2 Target Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 140mm bull barrel, SN 21116884. Pachmayr grips good, bluing has a
couple small scratches, bore excellent. Extra mag.

1

134

Smith & Wesson 14 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 38 Spl, 152mm barrel, SN K292801. Rubber grips good, bluing has some
marks and pitting, bore excellent.

1

135

Norinco Type 54-1 Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 7.62 Tokarev, 115mm barrel, SN 205177. Grips very good, bluing is faded,
bore excellent.

1

136

Smith & Wesson 10-7 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 38 Spl, 152mm Freds Gunshop barrel, SN 8D43620. Rubber grips good, bluing
has some scratches and marks, bore excellent.

1

137

Smith & Wesson 10-5 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 38 Spl, 152mm barrel with Aristocrat Gun Sights, SN D637771. Rubber grips
good, bluing has some minor scratches, bore very good.

1

138

Ruger Mark 2 Target Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 140mm bull barrel, SN 21116796. Pachmayr grips good, bluing has a
couple scratches, bore excellent. Extra mag.

1

139

Smith & Wesson 629-1 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 44 Magnum, 152mm ported barrel, SN AYH6162. Pachmayr rubber grips very
good, stainless frame very good, bore has some marks.

1

140

Colt Super 38 Automatic Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 38 Super Auto, 127mm barrel, SN 7006. Pachmayr rubber grips good, bluing
has wear and a few marks, bore very good. Extra mag.

1

141

Colt Super 38 Automatic Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 38 Super Auto, 127mm barrel, SN 57954. Wood grips very good, stippled
straps, bluing has some marks, name scribed on right side slide, bore excellent. Extra mag.

1

142

Colt AR15 Rifle
Restricted, semi auto, 223 Rem, 508mm barrel SN SP201966. Synthetic stock marked on forearm,
bluing good, bore excellent. Two mags pinned to five and a Colt 3x20 scope.

1
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143

Walther GSP Target Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 32 S&W Long, 108mm barrel, SN 120065. Custom left handed wood grips
have a couple marks, bluing has some scratches, bore excellent. Comes with complete 22LR
receiver 114mm barrel SN 204098.

1

144

Walther GSP Target Handgun
Restricted, semi auto, 32 S&W Long, 108mm barrel, SN 119787. Custom right handed wood grips
very good, bluing has some scratches, bore excellent. Comes with complete 22LR receiver 108mm
barrel SN 203307 and extra mag., both mags are for the .22 no 32 .mags

1

145

H&R 922 Handgun
Restricted, revolver, 22LR, 152mm barrel, SN P21321.Plastic grips very good, bluing has bare
patches at muzzle, very light pitting on receiver, bore excellent.

1

146

Ruger Model MarkIV Target Pistol
Restricted, semi auto, 22 lr, 140mm barrel, SN WBR128850, plastic grips are excellent, stainless
frame and barrel are in very good condition, bore is excellent, comes with 2 mags, spare set of grips
and original manual

1

150

Remington 742 Woodsmaster Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 30-06 sprg, 22" barrel, SN A7278200, wood is in very good condition,
bluing is good, bore is excellent

1

151

Remington 7400 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 308 win., 22" barrel, SN 8421898, wood is good with some handling
marks and a shallow 10mmx10mm chip in the front of the fore stock, bluing is good with 2 or 3
very light scratches on the receiver, bore is very good, has two mags. and a Bushnell banner lite-site
1.5-6x20mm with no batteries

1

152

Remington Wingmaster 870-TC Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 30" full choke vent rib barrel, SN 341346V, wood is
good with some handling marks, bluing has one area of rust about 4" from the end of the barrel,
bore is very good, this is a trap gun

1

153

William Wallace Reproduction Two Handed Sword
Blade 40 1/2 inch, handle 13 inches, overall 54 1/2 inches, double edged, not sharp. For display
only. No scabbard.

1

154

William Wallace Reproduction Two Handed Sword
Blade 42 1/2 inch, handle 13 1/2 inches, overall 56 3/4 inches, double edged, sharp. For display
only. Marked Iberia Philippines. No scabbard.

1

155

Remington 1100 Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 410ga x 2 1/2" plastic shells only, 25" vent rib barrel with fixed skeet
choke, SN L097476H. Wood is solid with some marks, bluing is gone from deeply pitted receiver,
barrel is rusted, bore very good.

1

156

Remington 12 Rifle
Non-restricted, pump action, 22LR, 22" barrel, SN none. Wood has dents and scratches, bluing is
brown, bore pitted.

1
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157

Remington Sportsman 58 Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" vent rib barrel with fixed full choke, SN 100178V.
Wood has some marks in the finish, bluing has light pitting all over, bore very good.

1

158

Remington 760 Carbine Rifle
Non-restricted, pump action, 308 Win, 19" barrel, SN 433339. Wood refinished, bluing has bare
patches, scratches and marks, bore excellent. Two mags.

1

159

Winchester 88 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 308 Win, 22" barrel. SN 33589. Wood refinished has marks and dents,
bluing has scratches and bare patches, bore excellent. Two mags and Weaver K3 scope.

1

160

Savage 111 Left Handed Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 30-06 Sprg, 22" barrel, SN K550176. Synthetic stock has some marks,
bluing very good, bore excellent. Comes with Weaver 3-9 x 40 scope.

1

161

Excalibur Wolverine Crossbow
Replacement magnum limbs, quiver, stringer, vari zone scope, ten bolts, thunder head 125
broadheads, two bow covers.

1

162

Thompson Center Fire Hawk Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 50 percussion, 24" barrel, SN 11480. Like new. Comes with Leupold
M8-4X scope, breech plug remover, ram rod extension.

1

163

Hatsan Escort Magnum Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 20ga x 3", 26" barrel with removable chokes (F, IM, M), SN 08121986.
Excellent condition. Original box.

1

164

Winchester 2200 Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga x 2 3/4", 28" barrel with fixed mod choke, SN L501913. Wood
losing finish, bluing has some scratches and marks, bore excellent.

1

165

ISSC MK22 Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 16" barrel, SN A541569. Synthetic folding stock has some marks,
bluing has a scratch, bore excellent.

1

166

Simonov SKS Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 7.62 x 39, 20" barrel, SN AB7581. A few marks in the wood finish,
bluing good, bore excellent.

1

167

Norinco YL12-1J4 Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga x 3", 19" barrel with fixed open choke, SN 0303293. Excellent
overall condition.

1

168

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 22" barrel, SN A1702. Wood and bluing refinished, bore
excellent.

1

169

Hatsan Escort Magnum Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 3", 28" barrel with removable IM choke, SN 031279.Camo finish
has some wear, bore very good.

1
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170

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN 83985. Synthetic stock has a couple marks,
bluing is grey, bore very good. Comes with 3-9 x 40 AO scope.

1

171

Cooey 600 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 22LR, 22" barrel, SN none. Wood very good, bluing is grey, scope
mount and scope rough, bore good. Weaver 4x scope.

1

172

Winchester 190 Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 21" barrel, SN 728395. Wood has some dents and a chip, bluing is
grey on barrel, scratched on receiver, bore excellent.

1

173

Hungarian Side x Side Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 28" barrels with fixed chokes (F,M), SN 47124. Wood
has some marks, bluing has light pitting, bores excellent.

1

174

Remington 788 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 30-30 Win, 22" barrel, SN 6101412. Wood has a few marks, bluing has
some light pitting, bore very good.

1

175

NEF Single Shot Shotgun
Non-restricted, single shot, 12ga x 3", 22" barrel with removable full choke, SN NH469684. Wood
has some handling marks, bluing has some light pit marks, bore has been drilled through for scope
mount, chamber drilled through for scope mount, screws protrude into chamber. Recommended as a
parts gun only

1

176

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN 51896. Sporter wood has scratches and
marks, bluing is grey, bore very good. Comes with Bushnell 3-9 x 40 scope.

1

177

Winchester 1894 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 30 WCF26" barrel, SN 192762. Wood has dents and cracks, over
sanded, bluing turning brown, bore stained.

1

178

Eastfield 916 Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga x 3", 28" barrel with fixed full choke, SN B955780. Wood has
scratches and a dent, bluing has some deep pits on barrel, light pitting on receiver, bore pitted at
muzzle.

1

179

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 24" barrel, SN 804. Sporter wood has some dents and
marks, bluing is grey, scope mount rough, bore stained.

1

180

Winchester 1903 Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 22 automatic, 20" barrel, SN 98314. Wood has numerous dents,
scratches and marks, bluing turning brown, bore has a deep pit half way to muzzle. Lyman rear
peep.

1

181

Cooey 82 Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 22LR, 27" barrel, SN none. Full wood has dents and marks, chipped
toe, bluing turning brown, bore good.

1
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182

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN N32412. Wood has a gouge and numerous
marks, bluing grey with some pitting, bore stained.

1

183

US Rifle Eddystone 1917 Sporter
Non-restricted, bolt action, 30-06 Sprg, 24" barrel, SN 1281729. Wood has a couple deep scratches,
bluing good, bore good.

1

184

Savage Axis Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 243 win., 22" barrel, SN H376385, bluing is matte and in very good
condition, bore is excellent, has a Bushnell 3-9x40 scope and a padded sling

1

185

Winchester 1911SL Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 2 3/4", 28" barrel with fixed full choke, SN 21220. Wood has a
crack in the toe and some marks, bluing is grey and worn, bore good.

1

186

Winchester 1894 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 32 Win Spl, 26" half octagonal half round barrel, SN 187629. Wood
has numerous dents, gouges and repairs, bluing is brown, bore has a ring mark halfway to muzzle,
rifling barely evident.

1

187

Beretta A302 Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 3", 28" barrel, SN E61245E. Wood losing finish with numerous
small dents, bluing grey, receiver has numerous scratches, bore very good.

1

188

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN J1511. Wood has a crack in the toe, bluing is
dull, bore stained.

1

189

Colt Colteer 4 Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 19" barrel, SN none. Wood has broken wrist and numerous marks,
bluing is scratched and marked, bore excellent.

1

190

Remington 11-87 Premier Skeet Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrel with removable Skt choke, SN PC059538.
Wood has been altered, bluing has scratches, bore excellent.

1

191

Winchester 1893 Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga, 32" barrel with fixed open choke, SN B24658. Wood appears
refinished, bluing turning brown, bore good.

1

192

Stevens 335 Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrels with fixed chokes (F,M), SN 86584. Wood
has a crack behind upper tang, bluing turning grey and worn, bore pitted.

1

193

Hasting Rifled Slug Barrel
for Beretta 303, 12ga x 3", 24" long. Bluing has a few marks, bore excellent.

1

194

1895 Austtrian Steyr Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 8 x 56R, 31" barrel, SN 2256K. Wood has extensive dents, gouges,
marks and scratches, bluing completely gone, bore dark, rifling evident. Comes with 5 rnd clip.

1
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195

Savage Axis Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 223 Rem, 22" barrel, SN J471158. Synthetic stock has some marks,
bluing good, bore excellent.

1

196

Savage 4C Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 22LR, 24" barrel, SN none. Wood has a few handling marks, bluing is
grey, bore very good.

1

197

Iver Johnson Hercules Grade Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 30" barrels, SN 1525, wood has handling marks, bluing
is gone, bores are good, both barrels have small dents that show on the inside of the barrel, butt
stock is a little loose, receiver is case hardened

1

198

Walter & Sons S X S Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 30" damascus barrels, SN none, wood has a chip out of
fore end and all wood has light scratches and dints, bluing is grey with some pitting, bores have
some pitting

1

199

Custom Target Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action single shot, 22-250, 32" barrel, SN 3143, wood is good, stainless barrel is
good, action is turning grey, bore is excellent, gun is totaly custom with a custom Monte Carlo style
thumbhole stock, custom heavy barrel using a mauser 98 action, large pistol grip cap, more of a
bench gun

1

200

Thompson Center Arms Muzzle Loader
Non restricted, muzzle loader, 45 cal., 29" barrel, SN 91835. Wood is good, bluing has some
surface rust spots, bore is good.

1

201

Remington Wingmaster Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 20 ga. 2 3/4", 26" imp. cyl. barrel, SN 4935864, wood has just a few
minor dints and scratches, bluing is just tutning grey and has a bit of surface rust on the barrel and
receiver, bore is good

1

202

Remington 870 Magnum Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4" or 3", 20" smooth bore slug barrel, SN X246639M, wood
is good with some handling marks, bluing is good, bore is good with some scoring

1

203

Remington Fieldmaster Model 572 Rifle
Non restricted, pump action, 22 s, l, lr, 23" barrel, SN 1874814, wood is good, bluing has a brown
spot on the barrel and mag tube, bore is excellent

1

204

Beretta 303 Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga x 3" , 26" vent rib barrel, SN L23006E. Wood is good, bluing is
good with a small grey line on right side of barrel and light handling marks on receiver, bore is
good, comes with 5 choke tubes and wrench.

1

205

Unkown Hungarian Hammerless Shotgun
Non restricted, hinge action single shot, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 30" barrel, SN 28044, wood is good, bluing
is good, bore is excellent

1
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206

Remington 700 ADL Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 222 Rem, 24" barrel, SN 102408. Wood is good, bluing has some
surface rust, bore is very good, comes with a Redfield 4x scope and a leather sling.

1

207

Ruger 10/22 Carbine Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 22 cal., 18 1/2" barrel, SN 230-13477, wood is good, bluing has some
surface rust, bore is excellent

1

208

Remington 870LW Wingmaster Magnum Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 20 ga. 3", 28" full choke vent rib barrel, SN 5129900, wood is good
with light dints, bluing is good with light scratch on receiver, bore is very good

1

209

Winchester 12 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga x 2 3/4", 30" full choke vent rib barrel, SN 676797. Wood is
very good, bluing has been redone and is very good with a few spots of surface rust on the receiver,
bore has some scoring.

1

210

Cooey 82 Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 22LR, 27" barrel, SN A3286. Wood has some dints and light scratches
with 5 small screw holes in the bottom of the stock, bluing is brown, bore is good, this a Canadian
Military WW2 training gun, bolt handle is missing the ball.

1

211

Armaf Liege S x S Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 27" barrels, SN 141153, wood has some handling marks,
bluing has a few spots of surface rust and receiver is hard cased, bores are very good

1

212

Lee Enfield Sporterized Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 303 british, 25" barrel, SN 12800, wood has handling marks, bluing is
fair, bore is good, butt stock is loose

1

213

Savage Axis Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 223 rem., 22" barrel, SN J337117, wood is a laminate thumbhole stock
with just a few handling marks, stainless barrel and receiver are in good condition, bore is excellent,
has a scope rail

1

214

Unknown Custom Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 22-250 rem., 24 1/2" heavy barrel, SN 35125, wood is very good with a
scratch where the bolt travels along the top of the butt stock, bluing is very good, bore is excellent,
stock is a thumbhole and there are no sights but barrel is drilled for them and or scope rail

1

215

Remington 870 Express Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 28" full choke barrel, SN W805696M, synthetic stock
with some handling marks, bluing has just a little surface rust, bore is good

1

216

Marlin 782 Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 22 WMR, 22" barrel, SN 13676426. Wood is very good, barrel and
receiver appear to have been powder coated green and is very good condition, bore is excellent.

1

217

Cooey 840 Shotgun
Non restricted, hinge action single shot, 28 ga x2 3/4", 28" full choke barrel, SN 63662. Wood has
handling marks, bluing has just a few marks, bore is very good.

1
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218

New England Firearms Pardner Model SBI Shotgun
Non restricted, hinge action single shot, 20 ga. 3", 25 1/2" barrel, SN ND25903 ,wood is very good,
bluing is very good, bore is excellent, this is a Ducks Unlimited Greewing gun

1

219

Beretta Model A303 Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga. 3", 28" vent rib barrel, SN L31065E, wood is good with light
handling marks, bluing is good, bore is good, comes with 4 choke tubes and original box with
manual, missing front bead

1

220

Enfield Snider Canadian Cadet Carbine Rifle
Antique no PAL required, single shot, .577 cal., 19 1/2" barrel, SN none, wood has some dints,
bluing is brown, bore has a bit of light pitting rifling is good, date stamped 1860

1

221

Winchester 1894 Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 38-55 Win, 23" barrel, SN 217771. Wood has handling marks with
some minor dints and scratches, bluing is brown, bore has pitting rifling is evident, has a leather
sling.

1

222

Stevens 320 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga x 3", 18 1/2" barrel, SN 143935C. Synthetic stock in very good
condition, bluing is good, bore is good, comes with 2 rnd mag extension.

1

223

Weatherby PA-08 TR Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 20 ga. 2 3/4" or 3", 18 1/2" barrel, SN TA018024, synthetic stock is
excellent, bluing is matte and is excellent, bore is excellent, gun is new comes with original box and
a cable lock

1

224

Stevens 77B Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga x 2 3/4", 28" barrel with a select a choke, SN none. Wood is
good other than the clear coat finish is coming off, bluing is just turning grey and has a couple
surface rust spots, bore is good.

1

225

Cold Steel Maa Two Handed Great Sword
40 inch blade, 15 1/2" handle, , overall 55 1/2 inches. 1055 carbon steel, double edged, very sharp,
battle ready. This is not a toy. No scabbard.

1

226

Ithaca Grade 2 S X S Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga., 2 3/4", 28" barrels one is full and one is ic choke, SN 465086,
wood has handling marks and light scratches on butt stock and the fore end has a crack and some
handling marks, bright case colours on receiver,bluing has some light marks and a couple of very
small knicks, bores are excellent, gun has auto ejectors, comes in a nice take down case with 2
keys, gun has 2 triggers

1

227

Winchester Select Field Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 3", 28" barrels with removable chokes (F x 3, Mod x 3, ICx 2),
wrench and snap caps, SN 13AMT01264. Other than a few handling marks, very good condition.

1

228

Savage 16 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 270 Win Short Mag, 24" stainless barrel, SN H032626. Other than a few
light marks on the synthetic stock, excellent condition. Comes with Leupold 3-9 x 40 scope.

1
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229

Browning A Bolt Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 25-06 Rem, 22" barrel, SN 71080PP7C7. Excellent overall condition.
Comes with Burris Euro Diamond 1.5-6 x 40 scope.

1

230

Belgian Side x Side Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 10ga x 3", 31 1/2" barrels with fixed full chokes, SN 26072. Wood has
a small crack behind receiver, bluing has some grey patches and a little pitting, bores excellent.
Tight action, box lock.

1

231

Weatherby Mark V Varmintmaster Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 224 Magnum, 24" barrel, SN S1434. Wood has some handling marks,
bluing very good, bore excellent. Comes with Weatherby 6 x 62 scope. Made in West Germany.

1

232

Stevens Ideal 44 Three Barrel Rifle Set
Non-restricted, single shot, 25-21 Stevens, 25 RF, 22LR, 26 1/2" barrel, 24" barrel and 28" barrel,
SN 50181. Wood has some dents and scratches, bluing turning grey, receiver still has some case
hardening showing, bore for 25-21 has pitting at start of rifling, other bores very good. Double set
trigger group, sights on 25RF barrel only. Full set of 25-21CH dies, some breech parts included.

1

233

Browning Superposed Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrel with fixed chokes (F,M) and broadway rib,
SN 5085956. Wood has some scratches and marks, bluing has some pit marks, nickel plating has
some tarnish, bores excellent.

1

234

CZ BRNO ZKK-600 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 30-06 Sprg, 24" barrel, SN 79079, Wood has a couple marks, bluing
very good, bore excellent.

1

235

Unknown German Combination Gun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 6.5mm x 58/ 16Ga, 26 3/4" barrels, SN 1779. Wood has some dents,
bluing turning grey, receiver has very little case hardening showing, bores excellent. Action tight.
Comes with 36 rnds reloads, brass and die set.

1

236

Winchester 1894 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 30 WCF, 26" barrel, SN 370428. Wood has dents, scratches and marks,
bluing is gone, receiver turning brown, bore dark, rifling prominent.

1

237

William Evans from Purdeys Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 31 7/8" damascus barrels with fixed open chokes, SN
34S4. Wood has marks and dents, bluing is brown, bores have pitting. Some movement in the
action. William Evans previously worked as a gunsmith at Purdys and many of his firearms are
marked William Evans from Purdeys. Fine engraving on metalwork.

1

238

Maynards Gallery and Small Game Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 25-20 Single Shot, 25 5/8" barrel, SN 3099. Wood has a couple marks
in the butt, wood appears refinished, bluing is grey on receiver, remainder may be refinished, bore
very good. Rear flip up peep, front combination flip sight. Marking on left receiver - Edward
Maynard May 27, 1851 Dec 6 1859 and 1873. Right side receiver marked - Mfd by Mass Co,
Chicopee Falls 1882.

1
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239

Kriss Vector CRB Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 45 ACP, 19" barrel, SN 45C013179. Very good synthetic stock and
metalwork, bore excellent. Piece of tape securing assembly pin on right side.

1

240

Victor Sarasqueta Over Under Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 16ga, 27" barrels with fixed chokes, SN AM1220566. Excellent
condition. Fine engraving on metalwork, some gold inlay under receiver and on tang. Takedown
leather case has cleaning kit, snap caps, hammer springs and firing pins.

1

241

Lee Enfield Mark 1 Long Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 30" barrel, SN 9960F. Wood has numerous dents, marks
and scratches, bluing has some marks, bore stained, rifling prominent. Serial numbers match, front
& rear volley sights, mag cut-off, dust cover, leather sling. Dated 1901, butt stock stamped Enfield
1*. Missing bayonet lug.

1

242

Ruger Mini 14 Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 5.56mm Nato, 18 1/2" barrel, SN 58397219. Synthetic stock and blu have
a few handling marks, bore excellent. Two mags.

1

243

Benelli M2 Left Handed Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 3", 27 3/4" vent rib barrel with removable chokes (F,IM,M,IC,
Cyl), SN M879570C15. Other than a couple handling marks, excellent condition. Comes with take
down case.

1

244

Wood Carving of Quails
Life size highly detailed wood carving of a cock and hen quail sitting by a blueberry plant, these
beautifully hand carved and painted quail were done by well known local carver by the name of
George Arnold (Arn) Pletzer, carving stands 10 1/2" high by 12" wide on round base

1

245

Wood Carving Grouse
Life sized, life like, incredibly detailed hand carved and hand painted grouse by B.J. McCaulley, on
an oval wooden base, measurements including base are 15"L x 13"W X 13 1/2" H

1

246

Duck Carving
Detailed wood carving of a Canvas back drake, hand carved and hand painted by D. Gower, carving
not to scale, the beak is damaged

1

247

Woodcock Carving
A wooden hand carved and painted American woodcock by B.J. McCauley, this is a very life like
well detailed carving of the woodcock standing on a patch of grass and leaves

1

248

Wood Carving of Nut Hatches
Amazingly life like and extremely detailed wooden hand carved and painted carving of two red
breasted Nuthatches sitting on a branch, these were carved by well known carver DT Beach abd
were at the New York World Show

1

249

Canada Goose Carving
A beautiful hand carved and hand painted carving of three Canada geese in flight, these geese are
only about 4" in length and highly detailed, this carving was done by Canadian John Percy

1
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250

Woodcock With Eggs
Another amazing hand carved and hand painted wood carving of an American Woodcock by BJ
McCauley, this carving is of a hen standing over two eggs, an extremely well detailed life like
carving

1

251

Henry Golden Boy Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 44 Rem Mag/ 44 Spl, 19 3/4" octagonal barrel, SN BB0092875. Wood
and blue are very good, brass receiver has some tarnish, bore excellent. Comes with Bushnell
Trophy scope.

1

252

Winchester 70 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 300 Win Mag, 23" barrel, SN G112475. Synthetic stock and bluing very
good, bore excellent. Comes with bipod, Nikon Monarch 6-25 x 50 scope, Classic SM Boss.

1

253

Sauer 202 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 308 Win, 24" barrel, SN N07427. Excellent overall condition. Comes
with Nikon Prostaff 3-9 x 40 scope, extra butt pad and manual.

1

254

Weatherby Mark V Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 300 Weatherby Magnum, 26" barrel, SN P12690. Wood has some
handling marks, bluing and bore excellent. Comes with Nikon MK3 5-20 x 44 scope. Made in West
Germany.

1

255

Sako A5 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt sction, 338 Win Mag, 24 1/2" barrel, SN 575951. Wood, blue and bore
excellent. Comes with Vortex Strike Eagle 1-6 x 24 Red Dot Scope.

1

256

Henry Golden Boy Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 45 L Colt, 19 1/2" barrel, SN BB11280C. Wood has a few handling
marks, bluing very good, some tarnish on brass receiver, bore excellent.

1

257

Browning Gold Hunter Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga. 3 1/2", 26" vent rib barrel, SN 113MX09743, synthetic camo
finish stock in excellent condition, barrel and receiver are camo and in excellent condition, bore is
excellent, gun is as new in original box, comes with 3 invector chokes and wrench

1

258

Winchester 70 Featherweight Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 308 Win, 22" barrel, SN 532430. Wood has a couple marks and
scratches, bluing is faded on reciever with pitting on barrel, bore very good.Drilled and tapped for
scope mount. Mfd 1961.

1

259

Winchester 9422M Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 22 Magnum, 20" barrel, SN F233042. Wood has some dents and
marks, bluing has light pitting near muzzle, bore excellent.

1

260

LC Smith Field Grade Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrels with fixed chokes (F,M), SN FWS13252.
Wood losing finish, chip behind receiver, bluing fading with some marks, nice case hardening on
receiver, bores very good.

1
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261

Winchester 1894 Takedown Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 30 WCF, 26" octagonal barrel, SN 880673. Wood has many dents and
marks, bluing turning brown, bore dark. Mfd 1921. Rare takedown model.

1

262

Winchester 61 Rifle
Non-restricted, pump action, 22LR,. 24" barrel, SN 209899. Wood has dents and marks, bluing has
a bare patch and some scratches, bore very good. Mfd 1954.

1

263

Winchester 70 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 30-06 Sprg, 24" barrel, SN 302403. Wood has some scratches and
marks, bluing faded on receiver, bore excellent. Mfd 1954.

1

264

Winchester 1901 Shotgun
Non-restricted, lever action, 10ga x 2 9/16", 32" barrel with fixed choke, SN 68904. Wood
refinished, bluing is grey and worn, bore pitted. Comes with 25 rnds Canuck 10ga x 2 3/4 vintage
paper shells, wads, trimmed to 2 9/16" hulls, Mec SS77 10Ga sizer and a Mec 600 Jr 10Ga press.

1

265

Martini Henry Mark 4 Rifle
Antique, single shot, 577/ 450 Martini Henry, 33" barrel, SN 4024. Wood refinished, one gouge,
small cracks ahead and behind receiver, bluing is grey with marks around pins, bore stained with
prominent rifling. Comes with 10 primed brass.

1

266

Winchester 1886 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 33 WCF, 24" barrel, SN 153126A. Wood replaced with new Browning
stock, bluing on receiver has scratches, barrel has a purple color, bore stained. Rear Lyman peep,
original butt stock with replacement butt plate. 97vpces 33 WCF brass fashioned from 45-70 Govt.

1

267

Ruger No 1 Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 22 Hornet, 26" barrel, SN 13382600. Like new. Comwes with Tasco
2.5-10 x 42 AO scope.

1

268

Winchester 94AE Trader Carbine
Non-restricted, lever action, 357 Magnum, 16" barrel, SN 6037587. Wood marked up on forearm,
bluing scratched on receiver, bore excellent.

1

269

Blunderbuss Coach Gun with Bayonet
Antique, single shot, 69 flintlock, 11 3/4" half round half octagonal damascus barrel with spring
loaded bayonet and release, SN none. Wood has numerous dents, marks and scratches, bluing is
grey, bore has pitting. Old Birmingham proof marks on barrel - View Mark and Black Powder Proof
Mark. Unknown manufacturer or date of manufacture.

1

270

Vincenzo Bernadelli Roma 6E Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 3", 28" barrels with fixed chokes (F,M), SN 206565. Wood butt
stock shortened. Excellent overall condition. Very detailed metal scroll work.

1

271

Ruger No 1 Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 7mm Rem Mag, 26" barrel, SN 13297089. Like new. Scope mount and
rings included.

1

272

Browning Superposed Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 28" barrels with fixed Mod chokes, 30" barrels with
fixed full & modified chokes, SN 51719. Wood has a dent and numerous light scratches, bluing has
some marks, bore deeply pitted on 28" barrel just beyond chamber, upper barrel on 30" has a deep

1
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pit. Comes with take down case.

273

Winchester 1894 Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 32-40 win., 26" barrel, SN 392156. Wood has some dints and light
scratches, bluing is grey , bore has some light pitting, gun was manufactured in 1907.

1

274

Winchester 1873 Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 44-40, 28" octagonal barrel, SN 113158A. Wood has some light
scratches but has been oversanded as it is below the tang and the butt plate is larger than the wood
at the bottom of the butt stock, bluing is brown, bore is dark and pitted rifling is evident, mag tube
has a dent in it, gun was manufactured in 1883.

1

275

Winchester 1894 Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 32 Win Spl, 26" barrel, SN 778396. Wood has dints and light
scratches, has a crack both sides of butt stock at bottom by butt plate that has been repaired by a
screw, bluing is grey on receiver and starting to turn grey on barrel and mag tube, bore is good, has
a Lymans receiver sight, missing a screw on left side of fore arm, missing factory rear sight.

1

276

CZ 550 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 270 Win, 20 1/2" barrel, SN A675642. Full wood has some marks and
dents, bluing very good, bore excellent. Missing screw on metal nose piece.

1

277

Gary Stiles Custom Left Handed Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 6.5 x 55 Swedish, 22" barrel, SN 62972. Wood bluing and bore excelent.
Comes with Nikon Monarch UCC 4-12 x 40 AO Scope. Jeweled bolt, engraved front sight and bolt
handle.

1

278

Parker Brothers Side x Side Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12 Guage, 32" barrels with fixed full chokes, SN 227046. Wood has a
couple handling marks, bluing very good, bores excellent. Fine engraved receiver, single trigger.
Comes with lockable take down case. Manufactured 1928.

1

279

Ljutic 73 Trap Gun
Non-restricted, single shot, 12 Gauge, 33 1/2" barrel with removable chokes (F,M,IC) and high vent
rib, SN 1220. High grade walnut stock has some handling marks, bluing very good, bore excellent.
Comes with take down case.

1

280

Armi Ivo Fabbri Two Barrel Set O/U Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga x 2 3/4", Bohler Super Blitz Barrel Set 1 - 29 1/2" with fixed
18.5mm chokes, Bohler Super Blitz Barrel Set 2 - 31" with fixed 18.5mm chokes, SN E436. High
grade wood very good, bluing excellent on barrels, some wear on receiver from carrying, bores
excellent. True side lock receiver with exceptionally fine engraving. Live pigeon firearm, Tipo
Piccone Extra manufactured in Italy in 1970. Comes with a fine leather take down case containing
cleaning rod, parts and oil.

1

281

Remington 3200 Premier Trap Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel O/U, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 30" vent rib,full and imp. mod. barrels, SN
RP174299, wood is very good, bluing is excellent, bores are excellent

1

282

Perazzi Over Under Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 28 1/4" ported barrels with removable chokes (IC, IC,
SK,SK, M, M, F, XF, LM, M), SN on receiver 51358, SN on barrels 57077. High grade wood has
some handling marks, bluing has some marks from the forearm, bores excellent. Comes with take

1
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down case with combination 0-0-0 and comb adjustment tool.

283

Winchester 12 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga x 2 3/4", 30" vent rib full choke barrel, SN 1673733. Wood is
excellent, bluing is excellent, bore is excellent.

1

284

Laurona S X S Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 32" full & mod. barrels, SN 32710, wood is very good
with some light handling marks, bluing on barrels is very good, nickel plated engraved receiver is in
very good condition, bores are good with normal scoring

1

285

Beretta S 680 Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga x 2 3/4", two sets of barrels one is 28" O/U special skeet chokes
and the other is a single barrel 32" full choke trap barrel, SN 25372 on gun and trap barrel, SN
F788179 on skeet barrel. Wood is good but does have some scratches on right side of forearm,
bluing is good on both sets of barrels, nickel plated receiver is in very good condition, bores on the
O/U barrel are excellent, bore on the trap barrel is excellent, has an adjustable comb, comes in an
original Beretta takedown hard case with keys.

1

286

Savage 11 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 308 Win, 20" barrel, SN J560845. Like new. Comes with Bushnell Elite
3500 3-9 x 40 scope. Fluted bolt.

1

287

Simson Suhl Side x Side Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 28 1/4" barrels with fixed full chokes, SN 11442. Wood
scratched, bluing has bare patch at muzzle, nice case hardening on receiver, bores excellent.

1

288

Holland & Holland Super 30 Magazine Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action 300 H&H, 24" barrel with open sights (200 and 350 yard leaf), SN 268.
French walnut stock has a few small marks, bluing has a couple marks on barrel and floor plate,
bore excellent. Comes with original scope (clear vision) with quick detachable mounts and case.
Original leather gun case, modern gun case and H&H catalogue.

1

289

Lee Enfield No 1 Mk3 LSA Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN 74226. Full wood appears refinished, bluing
is dull with some wear, bore stained with prominent rifling. Serial numbers not matching. Date
stamped 1917.

1

290

Lee Enfield No 1 Mk3 Lithgow Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN 50230. Full wood appears refinished, has
some dents, cracks and chip repair, bluing is turning brown, bore dark with prominent rifling. Date
stamped 1942.

1

291

Weatherby Mk V Deluxe Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 270 Wby Mag, 26" barrel, SN PM006653. New In Box.

1

292

Winchester 70 Super Grade Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 300 Win Mag, 26" barrel, SN 35AZM08418. New in Box.

1

293

Bullard 1881 Small Frame Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 38-45 Bullard, 26" barrel, SN none. Wood has chipped toe, cracked
forearm, numerous marks, bluing turning brown, bore pitted, rifling prominent. Needs internal
work to make lever operate properly..Two levers inside have been replaced - not original. Dust
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cover missing.

294

Mosin Nagant Mo. M91New England Westinghouse Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 7.62x54r, 31" barrel, SN 853163, wood is very good with a few minor
dints, bluing is good with a couple of spots of minor surface rust, bore is dark rifling prominent,
matching numbers, has a military canvas sling.

1

349

Ruger Model American Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 22 wmr, 22" barrel, SN 83371122, synthetic stock in excellent condition,
bluing is excellent with a couple of minor marks, bore is excellent, comes with 2 magazines and a
Nikon Buckmasters 3-9x40 scope as well as a Butler Creek sling

1

350

Snider Enfield Rifle
Antique no PAL required, single shot, .577 cal., 36" barrel, SN none, wood has some dints and
scratches and the front wood has been cut down, bluing has some surface rust and brown areas, bore
has pitting, rifling is good, date stamped 1860, London Arms Co., has the ramrod

1

351

Lee Enfield Sporterized Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 303 british, 25" barrel, SN none, wood has handling marks, bluing has
surface rust, bore is very good

1

352

Remington Wingmaster Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 24 1/2" barrel stamped full choke, SN 638431V, wood
has marks , dints, scratches, bluing is turning grey and some surface rust spots also a bit of orange
paint on sight path, bore is good

1

353

Browning BLR Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 308 cal., 20" barrel, SN 25971K71, wood has handling marks, bluing
has some surface rust spots and some grey on the receiver, bore is excellent

1

354

Browning BPS Field Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 3 1/2", 30" vent rib barrel, SN 37575PN152, wooden forearm is
good butt stock has dints and light scratches, bluing has grey areas and light scratches on receiver,
bore is good, recoil pad appears to be glued on

1

355

Weatherby Mark V Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 300 magnum, 24" barrel, SN 41868, wood has handling marks and the
finish is wearing off, bluing has a couple of grey spots and surface rust, bore is very good, has a
Weatherby Imperial 4x81 scope with tip off mounts and a leather sling, this gun was made in West
Germany

1

356

Brno Model ZKM-611 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 22 wmr, 20 1/2" barrel, SN 3 515 00947, wood is very good, bluing is
very good, bore is excellent

1

357

Browning Auto 5 Light Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 29 1/2" barrel, SN 56274, wood is very good, bluing is very
good except for a very little bit of surface rust on the receiver right side and on the barrel, bore is
excellent

1
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358

Browning Auto 5 Slug barrel
12ga x 2 3/4", 22" smooth bore slug barrel, bluing is good, bore is very good

1

359

Remington 591M Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 5mm, 24" barrel, SN 1117031. Wood is very good, bluing is very good,
bore is excellent, comes with original box.

1

360

Walther Model Lever Action Short Pellet Rifle
Non restricted PAL required over 500 fps, lever action, 177 cal., 18.9" barrel, SN W30315253,
wood has a chip and two cracks on bottom of butt stock by recoil pad other than that the rest of the
wood is excellent, bluing is excellent, has two 8 shot rotary magazines, takes two co2 cartridges, as
new in orignal box

1

361

Mossberg 500 Shotgun
Non retricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4 or 3", 30" full choke vent rib barrel, SN G822321, wood
has some handling marks, bluing is good with a couple small marks, bore is very good, comes with
a turkey barrel, 26" barrel, bluing has some minor surface rust, bore is good, comes with a screw in
turkey choke tube

1

362

Enfield Sporterized Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 303 british, 26" barrel, SN 86920, wood is very good, bluing is fair, bore
is good, has a weaver 3-9x40 scope

1

363

Savage 99 Custom Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, rebarreled to 225 win. cal., 23" barrel, SN 125523, wooden forearm is
original and has two small cracks at the front end and the butt stock has been replaced with a
montecarlo stock that is in very good condition, bluing on the barrel is good receiver appears to
have been powder coated, bore is excellent, comes with a 6X Redfield scope

1

364

Mauser 98 Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, rebarreled to 358 norma, 24" barrel, SN 4639, synthetic stock is in very
good condition, bluing is very good on barrel and fair on receiver, bore is excellent

1

365

Custom Rifle
Non restricted, Winchester enfield bolt action, 375 Weatherby, 27" barrel, SN W104619, wood is a
montecarlo stock in very good condition,bluing is very good on barrel and is good on receiver but is
blue, green and some purple, bore is excellent

1

366

Remington 11-87 Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga. 2 3/4 or 3", 21" rifled slug barrel, SN PC330704, wood is very
good, bluing is very good, bore is very good, has a Bushnell Trophy red dot scope

1

367

Baikal MP-221 Rifle
Non restricted, multi barrel, 45-70 Gov't, 23 1/2" barrels, SN 06487. Wood is excellent, bluing is
excellent, bores are excellent, gun is as new.

1

368

Winchester 1400 Ranger Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga x2 3/4", 28" vent rib barrel, SN N1091610. Wood is very good,
bluing is good, bore is good, comes with 4 choke tubes, barrel has a bit of a bulge in it.

1
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369

Stryker Stryezone 350 Crossbow
used, 350' fps, 135 lb draw weight, precision engineered cams, comes with quiver, truglo multi
reticle scope and seven bolts

1

370

Bear Wild Compound Bow
New in box, right handed, 70 lb draw weight, 29" draw length, 32 1/4" axle to axle, 310 fps, Real
tree xtra green camo

1

371

Final Approach Layout Blind
New in box, Final approach The Original X - Land'r Waterfowl layout blind, low profile, zippered
storage for carrying gear, stubble straps for adding more hide to the blind, clean out door at feet for
removing debris, 26"wx90lx14h, only weighs 12 lbs.

1

372

Mossberg Model 535 Slug Barrel
Used fully Rifled cantilever, 12 ga. 3 1/2", 24" barrel, mossy oak breakup camo in excellent
condition, bore is excellent, comes with a bushnell trophy red dot scope

1

373

Bear Cruzer Lite Compound Bow
New in box, real tree xtra green camo, 290 fps, 27 1/8" axle to axle, peak draw 5 - 45lbs, draw
range 12" - 27", Trophy Ridge accessories include a 4 arrow quiver, 3 pin sight, quick shot whisker
biscuit, peep sight and D loop

1

374

Safari Arms Muzzle Loader Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 45 Percussion, 28" octagonal barrel, SN 104478. Wood has some
handling marks, bluing has some pitting, bore pitted. Double set trigger group.

1

375

Mossberg 400G Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga x 3", 30" barrel with fixed full choke, SN G685720. Wood has a
chip and scratches, bluing stripped off barrel, receiver has scratches, bore good.

1

376

Winchester 1400 Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrel with fixed full choke, SN 206845. Wood has a
couple dents, bluing is grey with numerous scratches, bore very good.

1

377

El Faisan Folding Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 410ga x 3", 27 1/2" barrels with fixed full chokes, SN 46661. Painted
wood is lifting, one dent and some scratches, bluing is lightly pitted all over, bores very good.

1

378

B. Castellani Trap Shotgun
Non-restricted, single shot, 12ga x 2 3/4", 34" barrel with fixed full choke, SN 42036. Wood has
some handling marks and crack in forearm, bluing and bore very good.

1

379

Browning Auto 5 Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 3", 27 3/4" barrel with removable chokes (F,M,IC), SN
46501PN151. Wood has scratches and marks, bluing very good, bore has some lead streaking.

1

380

Savage 24V Combination Gun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 30-30 Win over 12ga x 3", 24" barrels removable choke, SN F060229.
Synthetic stock, matte metal finish and bores very good.

1
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381

Lee Enfield Jungle Carbine
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 20" barrel, SN L5123. Wood has some dents, bluing is grey
on mag and barrel, bore very good.

1

382

Mossberg 144LS Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 22LR, 26" barrel, SN none. Wood repaired in wrist, bluing turning grey,
bore very good. Lyman rear peep and front hooded sight with inserts.

1

383

Savage 99 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel, SN 288948. Wood has some dents and marks,
bluing and bore very good. Compass inserted on comd.

1

384

Final Approach Layout Blind
New in box, Final approach The Original X - Land'r Waterfowl layout blind, low profile, zippered
storage for carrying gear, stubble straps for adding more hide to the blind, clean out door at feet for
removing debris, 26"wx90lx14h, only weighs 12 lbs.

1

385

Mossberg Model 535 Slug Barrel
Used Mossy oak camo, 12 ga. 3", fully rifled cantilever 24" barrel, bore is very good, barrel is in
very good overall condition

1

386

Bear Wild Compound Bow
New in box, left handed, 70 lb draw weight, 29" draw length, 32 1/4" axle to axle, 310 fps, Real tree
xtra green camo, comes with 3 pin sight, 5 arrow quiver, and a whisker biscuit

1

387

Custom Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 257 roberts, 27" barrel, SN none, wood is custom made monte carlo
stock in very good condition, bluing is starting to turn grey, bore is excellent, comes with a B.
Nickel Margburg/L variabel 2 1/2x-6x L/D, built on a Saiko L579, No. 13781 is stamped on the
action

1

388

Mauser 1916/33 Czech Sporter Carbine
Non-restricted, bolt action, 8mm Mauser, 20" barrel, SN 3858B. Wood has some dents, cracked
behind rear sight, bluing is grey, bore good.

1

389

Winchester 1894 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 38-55 Win, 20 1/2" barrel, SN 118656. Wood finish is alligatoring,
bluing is brown, bore poor, rifling visible. Mfd 1898.

1

390

Remington 700ML Rifle
Non-restricted, single sshot, 50 Percussion, 24" barrel, SN ML209441. Synthetic stock and stainless
barrel very good, bore very good.

1

391

Benelli Nova Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga x 3 1/2", 27 3/4" barrel with removable mod choke, SN
V63304M. Synthetic stock, matte metal finsh and bore very good.

1

392

Savage BMag 17 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 17 Win Super Mag, 22" barrel, SN J266411. Synthetic stock, matte
metal finish and bore very good. Comes with Bushnell 4-12 x40 AO scope.

1
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393

Winchester 1912 Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrel with fixed full choke, SN 56819. Wood has
two gouges in wrist, crack behind lower tang, bluing is grey with pitting, bore has pitting.

1

394

Davis Certified Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrel with fixed chokes (F,M), SN X92621. Wood
has small cracks behind receiver and numerous marks and scratches, bluing has light pitting all
over, receiver has case hardening still evident, bores very good.

1

395

Savage 1905 Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 22LR, 22" barrel, SN none. Wood has marks and scratches, bluing is
brown, bore pitted, virtually no rifling. Rear Lyman peep.

1

396

Lee Enfiled Sporter Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN 8692. Wood has been patched and
refinished, bluing has marks and scratches, bore very good.

1

397

Remington 870 Express Super Magnum Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga x 3 1/2", 23" barrel with removable full choke, SN D421575A.
Camo finish is worn and marked, bore very good.

1

398

Mossberg 42B Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 22LR, 24" barrel, SN none. Wood excellent, bluing brown and
scratched, bore has ring mark 6 inches from muzzle. Mossberg No 4 peep.

1

399

Winchester 1893 Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga, 30" barrel with fixed open choke, SN 6223. Wood has been
oversanded, repaired toe, cracked behind receiver, bluing is brown and marked, bore pitted.

1

400

Winchester 1907 SL Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 351 Win, 20" barrel, SN 3850. Wood forearm has repaired cracks, bluing
worn and grey, bore good. rear Lyman peep and front folding sight.

1

401

Lefever Nitro Special Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 28" barrels with fixed chokes (F,M), SN 112274. Wood
has a large chip behind receiver, forearm has numerous marks, bluing is grey with some pitting,
bores have some pitting.

1

402

WK Moore Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga, 31" laminated barrels, SN none. Wood over sanded, patched,
scratched and chipped, bluing is brown, bores pitted.

1

403

Remington 24 Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 19" barrel, SN 39486. Wood marks, scratches and a chip, bluing
turning brown, bore very good.

1

404

Tobin Arms Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga, 30" barrels with fixed full chokes, SN 18721. Wood is rough,
repaired wrist, bluing is grey and worn, bores pitted. Made in Woodstock Ontario.

1
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405

Marlin 81 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 22LR, 24" barrel, SN none. Wood has some dents and scratches, bluing
is grey with pitting, bore excellent. Front hood missing.

1

406

Winchester 1873 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 44 WCF, 20" barrel, SN 535147B. Wood has some dentsand scratches,
bluing turning brown with some deep pitting, bore has pitting with prominent rifling.

1

407

Flobert Type Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 32 RF, 24" octagonal barrel, SN none. Wood has sscratches and marks,
bluing tunring brown, bore has deep pitting.

1

408

Winchester 74 Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 24" barrel, SN 105446. Wood has some marks, bluing has some
pitting, bore good.

1

409

Marlin 17S Shotgun
Non-restricted, pump action, 12ga, 30" barrel with fixed choke, SN 144436. Wood is cracked
behind upper and lower tangs, bolt through wrist, bluing is gone pitting all over, bore has a dent.
Butt plate not original.

1

410

Baikal IJ18 Shotgun
Non restricted, single shot, 12 ga x 2 3/4", 28 1/2" fixed imp. mod. barrel, SN A21193. Wood is in
good condition with some minor scratches, bluing is fair, bore is good, receiver has an engraved
woodcock on one side and a dove on the other, comes with original box.

1

411

Canuck O/U Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 20 ga. 2 3/4 or 3", 28" vent rib barrels, SN 16-OL1052, wood is very
good with one small crack behind the receiver to the right of the tang, bluing is very good bores are
very good, comes with 5 choke tubes and wrench, also has the original box

1

412

Charles Daly O/U Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga. x 2 3/4", 26" vent rib barrels with fixed chokes (SKT,SKT), SN
370477, wood has some handling marks , bluing is fair and has some surface rust, bores are good

1

413

Savage Axis Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 7mm - 08 rem., 22" barrel, SN J284672, synthetic stock in very good
condition, stainless barrel, receiver and bolt in good condition, bore is excellent, has a Bone
collector sling

1

414

Mossberg 715T Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 16 1/2" barrel, SN ELL3592354. Synthetic stock has some marks,
bluing has some pitting on barrel, bore very good.

1

415

Tokarev SKS Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 7.62 x 39, 20" barrel, SN N03462. Synthetic stock has some marks,
bluing appears painted black, bore extremely bad, dark pitted no rifling.

1

416

Remington 11-87 Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga x 3 1/2", 28" vent rib barrel, SN SM083206. Synthetic camo stock,
camo is wearing off on back end of fore arm and butt stock, barrel has a couple of spots where the
camo is wearing, bore is good with some minor scoring, gun has a speed stock and comes with a
over decoy choke tube.

1
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417

Stoeger Upland Supreme Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel sxs, 12 ga. 3", 28" barrels, SN A3011-02, wood is in very good
condition, bluing is good, bores are good, comes with 2 choke tubes

1

418

CIL Anschutz 125 Rifle
Non retricted, bolt action, 22LR, 22" barrel, SN 728270. Wood has been refinished and is in very
good condition, bluing is good with grey at end of muzzle and a bit on receiver, bore is excellent.

1

419

Winchester 1300 Shotgun
Non restricted, speed pump action, 12 ga x 3", 26" vent rib barrel, SN L3657520. Synthetic camo
stock and fore arm are in very good condition, bluing is matte and has a few marks, bore is good,
has one mod. choke tube.

1

420

JC Higgins 20 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga x 2 3/4", 26" vent rib barrel, SN none. Wood has handling
marks, bluing is fair, bore is good.

1

421

Browning A-Bolt Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 243 win., 22" barrel, SN 74329MV35. Wood has forearm repair, bluing
is good, bore is excellent, has scope mounts.

1

422

Midland Gun Co. Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 270 win., 23" barrel, SN 27618, wood is good with a few light marks,
bluing is very good, bore is excellent, has scope mounts,

1

423

Norinco JW - 14 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 22 lr, 21" barrel, SN 9512875, wood is good, bluing is good, bore is
excellent, missing magazine

1

424

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25 1/2" barrel, SN AZ 13880, wood is good with some light
handling marks, bluing is starting to turn grey, bore has some pitting rifling is prominant, no rear
sight has a scope rail

1

425

Winchester Model 12 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 30" full choke barrel, SN 1569785, wood has handling
marks and one fairly deep scratch on the butt stock, bluing is fair with grey spots on barrel and
receiver, bore is good, mag tube has a dent

1

426

Winchester 1200 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga x 2 3/4", 30" vent rib full choke barrel, SN L800450. Wood is
good with a few handling marks, bluing is good but has some light scratches on the receiver, bore is
very good, butt pad does not gun properly.

1

427

Squires Bingham model 14 Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 22 lr only, 23" barrel, SN A063029, wood is good with some very light
marks, bluing is good with a couple spots of surface rust, bore is excellent

1

428

Winchester 69 Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 22LR, 25" barrel, SN none. Wood has handling marks, a crack on the
right side by the bolt rest and a few scratches, bluing is turning grey and has some surface rust, bore
is excellent, has a peep sight.

1
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429

Cooey 64 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 22LR, 20" barrel, SN none. Wood is very good has been refinished,
bluing has some surface rust, bore is excellent.

1

430

Excalibur Equinox Crossbow
350 FPS, cocking aid, quiver, scope.

1

431

Hornet Pellet Rifle
Non-restricted, single shot, 177 pellet, 18" barrel, SN 041C739715. Synthetic stock has a couple
marks, bluing has light pitting all over, bore very good.

1

432

Hatsan Optima Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 3", 20" barrel with fixed open choke, SN 380173. Synthetic stock
and bluing have marks, bore excellent.

1

433

Winchester 1300 Shotgun
Non restricted, speed pump action, 12 ga x 3", 25 1/2" vent rib barrel, SN L3586528. Synthetic full
camo stock in very good condition, bluing is full camo finish on barrel and receiver and is in good
condition with handling marks on the receiver, bore is good, comes with an extra full #2 lead only
choke tube.

1

434

Ithaca 100 Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 20 ga x 3", 25" barrel with fixed chokes (IC,M), SN 205444. Wood
has handling marks, bluing is turning brown, bores are excellent.

1

435

Boito Model Reuna Shotgun
non restricted, single shot, 12 ga. 3", 28" barrel, SN U401439-15, wood is very good, bluing is very
good, bore is excellent, comes with a modified screw in choke tube

1

436

Winchester Defender Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 3", 18" barrel, SN L1822831, wood is very good, bluing is good
with a few light marks on the receiver, bore is good with some normal scoring

1

437

Stoeger X10 Air Rifle
Pal required shoots up to 1200 fps, non restricted, break action, .177 cal., 17" barrel, SN
STG1328450. Synthetic stock is in excellent condition, bluing is excellent, bore is excellent, comes
with a Stoeger 3-9x40AO.

1

438

Marlin 336RC Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel, SN K 1368. Wood has handling marks, bluing
has surface rust, receiver has some handling marks, bore is excellent.

1

439

Remington 812 Shotgun
Non restricted, single shot, 410 ga x 3", 28" full choke barrel, SN C 154856. Wood has some light
scratches and dints, bluing has some surface rust, bore is excellent, comes with newer leather sling.

1

440

Remington 742 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 30-06 Sprg, 22" barrel, SN A708310. Wood is very good, bluing is very
good, bore is excellent, comes with a Tasco 3-9x40 scope.

1
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441

Remington 12-A Rifle
Non restricted, pump action, 22LR, 22" barrel, SN 611190. Wood is good with handling marks,
bluing is grey, bore has some pitting.

1

442

Savage 11 Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 22-250 Rem, 22" bull barrel, SN J385323. Synthetic snow camo stock in
excellent condition, bluing is matte and is in excellent condition, bore is excellent, comes with a
Bushnell 4500 Elite 6-24x40 scope, has an adjustable accutrigger, gun is as new.

1

443

Savage 99E Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 308 Win, 20" barrel, SN 1030781. Wood refinished, bluing turning
brown on receiver with pitting, bore very good.

1

445

Savage 110 Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 30-06 Sprg., 22" barrel, SN J703974. Wood is excellent, bluing is matte
and is excellent, bore is excellent, comes with a Weaver 3-9x40 scope, has an adjustable
accutrigger, gun is as new.

1

446

Winchester 1890 Rifle
Non restricted, pump action, 22 long, 24" octagon barrel, SN 406770. Wood has minor dints and
scratches, missing screw in forearm, bluing is brown, bore is badly pitted very little rifling showing.

1

447

Winchester 77 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 22 long rifle, 22" barrel, SN 163908. Wood is good, bluing is starting to
turn grey, bore is very good.

1

448

Remington 742 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 30-06 Sprg, 22" barrel, SN 232643. Wood is good, bluing has some
surface rust, bore is very good.

1

449

Remington Percussion Muzzle Loader
Non restricted, muzzle loader, 40 cal., 32" heavy round barrel, SN none, wood has cracks above
trigger guard and a chip and crack beside the tang, other handling marks, bluing is grey, bore is
pitted rifling is prominent, has a set trigger

1

450

Savage 340 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 30-30 Win, 22" barrel, SN none. Wood has some scratches and marks,
bluing is grey and faded, bore excellent.

1

451

Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 1/2 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN AY17110. Full wood has a long scratch
down the left side, bluing some marks, bore very good.

1

452

Marlin 1894 Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 44-40 Win, 24" barrel, SN 127922. Wood has numerous dents and
marks, bluing turning brown, bore pitted rifling prominent.

1

453

Remington Side x Side Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga, 27 5/8" Damascus barrels with fixed chokes, SN 111720. Wood
is solid with some deep scratches and marks, bluing is turning brown, some case hardening still
evident on receiver, bores good.

1
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454

Winchester 94 Centennial Commemorative Rifle
Non-restricted, lever action, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel, SN 76116. Wood has a couple small marks,
bluing is pitted on magazine and trigger guard, brass is tarnished on butt plate, bore excellent.
Original box and manual.

1

455

Stevens 335 Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrels with fixed chokes (F,M), SN A15485. Wood
sanded, cracks behind tangs, foream repaired in a couple spots, bluing grey and worn, bores good.

1

456

Norwegian Krag Sporter Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 6.5 x 55, 21" barrel, SN 90094. Wood has some light handling marks,
bluing is brown, bore has pitting rifling prominent, has a Williams peep sight.

1

457

Remington 870 Wingmaster Light Weight Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 28 ga. 2 3/4", 25" vent rib skeet barrel, SN T430559K. Wood has a
couple of minor marks other than that it's excellent, bluing is very good, bore is very good, gun has
a left handed safety.

1

458

Ithaca 37 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12ga x 2 3/4", 24" full choke barrel, SN 332377. Wood is good with a
couple of minor dints and light handling marks, bluing is starting to turn grey, bore is very good,
gun has a left handed safety.

1

459

Remington 7600 Carbine Rifle
Non restricted, pump action, 30-06 Sprg, 18" barrel, SN B000213. Wood has some very light
handling marks, bluing is good, bore is very good, comes with a Tasco Accudot scope, leather
Remington sling and three magazines, gun has a left handed safety.

1

460

Browning BL Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 22LR, 20" barrel, SN 03363NX126. Wood is very good with just a few
minor marks, bluing is excellent other than a minor scratch on the forend band, bore is excellent.

1

461

Ithaca 37 Featherlight Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 20ga x 2 3/4", 26" vent rib imp. cyl. barrel, SN 37125956. Wood is
good with light handling marks, bluing is showing some grey areas, bore is very good.

1

462

Stevens 311A Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga x 2 3/4", 28" mod. & full choked barrels, SN none. Wood has
just a few light handling marks, bluing is good with some marks on barrel, receiver has case
hardening and is good, bores are very good.

1

463

Lee Enfield Sporter Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 22" barrel, SN 2172, wood is a Judd gunstock in very good
condition, bluing has about a 3 1/2" grey area, bore is good, has a Williams peep sight

1

464

Remington 740 Woodsmaster Rifle
Non-restricted, semi auto, 30-06 Sprg, 22" barrel, SN 7451630. Wood losing finish on forearm, butt
appears to have water damage. bluing has scratches and marks, mag rusty, bore good. Mag is for a
pump.

1
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465

Mossberg 190 Shotgun
Non-restricted, bolt action, 16ga x 2 3/4", 24" barrel with adjustable choke, SN none. Wood has
some minor marks, bluing turning brown, bore excellent. Butt plate missing chunk.

1

466

Lee Enfield No 4 MK 1/3 F (FTR) Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN 40C9471. Full wood has a couple marks,
bluing is pitted on barrel and some marks, bore good.

1

467

Arisaka Type 38 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 6.5 x 50SR Japanese Arisaka, 31" barrel, SN 1874. Full wood has
numerous gouges, dents, marks and a repaired butt stock, bluing is pitted, the chrysanthemum has
been ground off receiver, bore good.

1

468

Remington Wingmaster 870 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 20" barrel, SN T036350V, wood butt stock has some
minor scratches and dints, synthetic forearm is in good condition, bluing has some light surface
rust, bore is very good, has a sling and an extended mag tube also has rifle sights

1

469

New Haven Model 295 Shotgun
Non restricted, bolt action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 26" barrel, SN none, wood has handling marks, bluing is
turning brown, bore is good

1

470

Mossberg Model 500ATP Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action,12 ga. 2 3/4" & 3", 20" cylinder bore barrel, SN H664232, wood is
good, bluing on barrel is a matte greenish colour in good condition with a few marks, bluing on
receiver is good with a couple of marks, bore is very good, has rifle sights

1

471

Thompson/Center Arms Model Renegade Muzzle Loader
Non restricted, muzzle loader, .50 cal., 27" barrel, SN 241763, wood is very good with one mark 3
1/2"s in front of trigger guard, bluing has a very bad 1 1/2" section of rust and corrosion about 1"
behind front sight the rest is very good, rust on butt plate, hammer will not lock in firing position,
bore is very good, comes with a nice leather sling

1

472

Thompson/Center Arms Model Renegade Muzzle Loader
Non restricted, muzzle loader, .50 cal., 27" barrel, SN L2487, wood is very good with minor water
damage where the butt stock meets the butt plate, bluing has a very bad section of rust and corrosion
about an 1" behind the front sight, the front sight has corrosion and a few more smaller spots of rust
on the barrel,hammer, receiver and butt plate, bore is very good, has a leather sling, gun is left
handed

1

473

Thompson/Center Arms Model Renegade Muzzle Loader
Non restricted, muzzle loader, .50 cal., 27" barrel, SN L2435, wood is very good, bluing has some
light surface rust, bore is very good, gun is left handed, hammer will not lock in firing position,
some rust on butt plate, has a leather sling

1

474

Browning Model Auto-5 Magnum Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga. 3", 32" vent rib barrel, SN 72V8428, wood has some light
scratches and dints, bluing is turning grey, bore is very good

1

475

Winchester Model 12 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 16 ga. 2 3/4", 24" barrel with a dial a choke, SN 1940443, wood has
handling marks and a minor crack right side behind receiver, bluing is fair with some minor knicks
and scratches, bore is very good

1
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476

Mossberg Model 320 B Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action single shot, 22 cal. s,l,lr, 24" barrel, SN 2195015, wood is good with a
few very light marks, bluing is very good, bore is excellent, comes with a Mossberg S330 peep
sight and a Caldwell bipod.

1

477

Unknown Belgium SXS Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga., 29 1/2" extra full and cyl. barrels, SN 104, wood has minor
scratches and dints and a minor crack in the butt stock, bluing is brown, bores are good

1

478

Marlin Model 1894 Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, .44 remington, 20" barrel, SN 23160773, wood is good with just a few
marks, bluing is very good, bore is excellent

1

479

Savage Model 99F Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 300 Savage cal., 22" barrel, SN 1109108, wood has many scratches and
dints, bluing has some surface rust and handling marks, bore is good

1

480

Beretta 682X Super Trap Shotgun
Non restricted, multi barrel, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 30" vented rib and ported barrels, SN 35458BB, wooden
butt stock is good with some minor marks, it has had a piece added to it that doesn't match the gun,
gun is missing the fore arm stock, bluing is a matte and is good with a few marks, bores are good,
come with 2 choke tubes, full & mod

1

481

Winchester Model 250 Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 22 cal. s,l,lr, 20" barrel, SN B1284752, wood has handling marks,
bluing has areas of rust, bore is excellent

1

482

Marlin Model 1894CB Cowboy Ltd Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, .45 colt, 24" barrel, SN 98200551, wood is good with some light marks,
bluing is good with some light marks, bore is excellent

1

483

Winchester Model 97 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 24" full choke barrel, SN 730843, wood has handling
marks and a chip out of butt stock right side at trigger guard, bluing is brown, bore is good

1

484

Stevens Model 58 Shotgun
Non restricted, bolt action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 26" full choke barrel, SN none, wood has handling marks
and has an 8 shell holder screwed to the butt stock, bluing is turning brown, bore is good

1

485

Ruger Model 10/22 Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 22 cal. lr, 18" barrel, SN 357-01595, wood is excellent, bluing is
excellent, bore is excellent, comes with a Leapers 6-24x50AO scope.

1
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486

Schmidt Rubin Model Sporter Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 30-30 cal., 20" barrel, SN 9044, wood is good with some handling
marks, bluing has some rust/surface rust, bore is very good.

1

487

CIL Model 607 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 3", 19" cyl. bore barrel, SN none, wood is cracked on both sides
of the receiver other wise it is in very good condition, bluing is good, bore is good, barrel has been
cut down from original length

1

488

Squires Bingham Model 20A Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 22 lr, 20 1/2" barrel, SN A568992, wood has handling marks, bluing has
some rust, bore is excellent, has no mag.

1

489

Norinco Model HP 9 Shotgun
Non restricted, pump action, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 28" vent rib barrel, SN 00H007, synthetic stock has
handling marks and a chip out of both sides of the butt stock at the receiver, and the forearm has a
large piece broken off in the front , bluing is matte and has some marks, bore has some pitting

1

490

Mannlicher Model Sporter Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 6.5mm cal., 20" barrel, SN none, wood has a number of dints and a
crack in the front of the stock, bluing is grey and has a spot of corrosion, bore is a little dark rifling
is prominent, has a home made front sight, has a set trigger, has no magazine

1

491

Winchester Model 1400 Shotgun
Non restricted, semi auto, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 28" full choke barrel, SN 214112, wood has handling
marks, bluing is just turning grey, bore is very good.

1

492

Orbis Puskarna Kranj Rifle
Non restricted, bolt action, 7X64 cal., 25" barrel, SN 14610, wood is good, bluing has surface rust,
bore is very good, has a sling and a Bushnell Elite 3200 3-9x40 scope, missing back set trigger

1

493

Savage Model 99 Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 300 Savage cal., 22" barrel, SN 961241, wood is good with some minor
marks, bluing is starting to turn grey and has a spot of rust / corrosion on barrel by front sight, bore
is good, comes with a Williams peep sight

1

494

Browning Bar 11 Safari Rifle
Non restricted, semi auto, 30-06 sprg., 22" barrel, SN 107NW09216, wood has some light marks in
the finish, bluing has a few light marks and a bit of surface rust on the barrel and has a pitted spot
on the receiver, bore is very good

1

495

Browning BLR Lightning Rifle
Non restricted, lever action, 243 cal., 20" barrel, SN 09828NR427, wood has some dints and
scratches, bluing is good, bore is very good, comes with a Bushnell 4-12x40 scope and a leather
sling

1

496

Mannlicher Berthier 1907/15 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 8mm x 50 Lebel, 32" bArrel, SN 52470. Wood has numerous dents,
marks and gouges, bluing is rusted, bore stained, rifling prominent. Comes with bayonet. Serial
numbers do not match.

1
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497

Lee Enfiled No 4 MK 1 Rifle
Non-restricted, bolt action, 303 British, 25" barrel, SN 117484. Wood has some dents, finish is
lifting, bluing has rust on trigger guard and mag, bore good.

1

498

Cooey 840 Shotgun
Non-restricted, single shot, 20ga x 3", 28" barrel with fixed full choke, SN 1050189. Wood hs some
handling marks, bluing patchy on receiver, bore excellent.

1

499

Winchester 37A Youth Shotgun
Non-restricted, single shot, 410ga x 3", 26" barrel with fixed full choke, SNC1020453. Wood has a
couple marks, bluing patchy on receiver, trigger guard grey, bore excellent.

1

500

Remington Sportsman 58 Shotgun
Non-restricted, semi auto, 12ga x 2 3/4", 30" barrel with fixed full choke, SN 194572V. Wood has
some dents and scratches, finish is lifting, bluing faded with some pit marks, bore excellent.

1

501

SH Barker & Sons Shotgun
Non-restricted, multi barrel, 12ga, 291/2" laminated barrels with fixed chokes, SN 7224. Wood has
been over sanded, bluing turning brown, bores deeply pitted. Tang release has broken spring, trigger
guard repaired.

1

550

Handgun Scope
Burris 2x-7x-32mm electro dot matte black

1

551

Star Model B Super Parts
2 9mm mags, set of plastic grips in good condition and a 4140 steel firing pin & spring

1

552

Daisy BB Gun
Daisy mod. 25 pump gun with flip up peep sight or open rear sight, has a 50 shot removable shot
tube, gun is as new in original box

1

553

Woodstream plastic gun case
Lockable with key.

1

554

Aluminum combination rifle case
Combination currently 5-3-1.

1

555

Goose and Duck calls

1

556

Thompson Center Contender Barrel
Non restricted, 7mm TCU., 10" barrel, bluing is excellent, bore is excellent

1

557

Thompson Center Contender Barrel
Prohibited 12(6) status, 32 H&R Magnum, 9" barrel, bluing is matte and is good with a couple of
light scratches where barrel meets forearm, bore is excellent, comes with a Bushnell 2.5 - 8 scope,
again you need prohibited status to buy this barrel

1

558

Thompson Center Contender Barrel
Non restricted, 22LR match, 10" bull barrel, bluing is excellent just some marks on base of front
sight, bore is excellent, as new in box

1
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559

Thompson Center Contender Barrel
Non restricted, .45/.410, 10" vent rib ejector barrel, bluing is excellent, bore is excellent, as new in
box

1

560

8mm Ammo
10 rnds, 2 full five shot stripper clips of 8mm M30 Sharfe Waffen Headstamps Eagle, 1939 in
original cardboard case

1

561

Gun Safe
Must pick up will not ship,Centurian model 38 sn. 85565 with the combination, 2 door combination
safe, 60"h x 38"l x 18"W O/D, has 9 handgun locks on right door and 15 key hangers on left door,
will hold at least 28 long guns, has one shelf for storage, comes with instructions and key for
changing the combination. Weight 550 lbs.

1

562

Thompson Center Contender Barrel
Non restricted,30-30 win., 14" barrel, bluing is very good, bore is excellent

1

563

Thompson Center Contender Barrel
Non restricted, 45 Colt/410, 14" vent rib barrel, bluing is good with a couple of minor marks, bore
is excellent, comes with the barrel insert and wrench

1

564

Mec 600 Jr Loading Press 410 Gauge
Like new.

1

565

291 rnds 7.62 x 39 on stripper clips
Comes in wooden ammo case.

1

566

Box Lot Ammunition
19 rnds Remington 300 Win Mag 180grn core lokt, 36 rnds 450 Marlin 325grn evolution.

1

567

Factory 270 Win ammo
40 rnds Winchester Accubond 140grn, 40 rnds Hornady Superformance 140grn SST.

1

568

380 Automatic Ammo
45 rndc PMC 90 gr. FMJ

1

569

Browning Hi Power Wood Stock
Stamped SA Ltd 1945.

1

570

Military Trainer Rifle Case
Markings: Chest Mk1 22 In C No7 Rifles

1

571

MEC 600 Jr. Mark V Reloader
This reloader is for 16 gauge shells, with manual and is in very good condition, with a partial bag of
16 gauge replacement wads

1

572

MEC 9000 Reloader
This reloader is for 20 gauge shells, with manual and is in very good condition

1

573

MEC Sizemaster Model SM82 Reloader
This reloader is for 3 1/2" 10 gauge shells and is in very good condition

1
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574

Dillon Model 550B Reloader
Complete with all parts, including primer catcher and instruction manual, 5 tool heads set up with
powder measures, shell plates to fit more than 5 calibers, 2 extra tool heads, primer pick up tubes,
takes standard loading dies NOT included, reloader is in very good condition

1

575

Brown Bair T-600 Loading Press
3 position press in good condition

1

576

Arms Books
The Military Arms of Canada historical series No 1, The Lee British Service Rifle historical series
17, The Canadian Journal Arms Collecting Volume 21 No 1.

1

577

The Webley & Scott Senior Pellet Pistol
Made in England, plastic grips very good, bluing has a couple pit marks, bore has pitting on the
lands. Comes with canvas holster and two tins of Webley 22 special pellets - about 500 pellets in
each. Test fired with one pellet.

1

578

Rohm RG8 6mm Starter Pistol
Made in Germany. Test fired with one blank.

1

579

MTM Predator Shooting Rest
New in box but missing butt stock shooting pad adjustment post.
Refer to picture for list of missing parts, parts are B, C, andG top right hand side of second picture.

1

580

20 Rnds Remington 8mm Lebel
in vintage box

1

